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Presidential selection process to focus on studncoiipeiijs
k r_
By Bruno Zalubil

News Editor
On Monday, October28 at4 pm in McIntyre 103, the Presidential Search Committee will hold an Open Forum for students to
express their concerns on the replacement
of Phil Phibbs as Puget Sound President.
The committee consists of two student
representatives, three faculty representatives, and six trustees to search for a new
president. The group has been formed to
find an adequate replacement to run the
University. Lowry Wyatt is the acting chairman.
According to one of the student representatives, Herman Westreich, the Forum
is "a chance for students to express their
feelings and their desires" in the
committee's choice for the new President.
"Now is the time to express your concerns."
However, due to the confidentiality of
the committee's applicants, discussion will
be limited. The Forum will basically be for
students to express their desires in the new
President.
"We will be able to discuss some questions," explained Westreich, "but we can't
discuss very much at all. We can only
discuss general things."
After a similar Forum for the faculty

"Students need to understand that this will
impact their education."
members, the committee has found that "no
one is taking this lightly." However,
Westreich believes that the committee has
expressed some doubts about the involvement that the student community will take

in we t-'orum.
"I am concerned that students are not
taking this as seriously as they should,"
Westreich stated. "Students need to understand that this will impact their education.
If UPS goes down the tubes it will impact
the power of their degree. I'm not sure
students understand the gravity of this."
The Forum has been set up so that students can address the committee with specific issues that they feel the Presidential
search should keep in mind. There are no

Gardner pegged as possible president
By Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
There have been many rumors spreading
across campus about Governor Booth
Gardner's decision not to run for a third
gubernatorial term and possibly succeeding Phil Phibbs as the Puget Sound President. According to university officials, however, there has been no official application
by Gardner and his candidacy for the job is
purely speculation.
Nevertheless, much of the campus interest has emerged because of the front page
News Tribune Story entitled "College presidency may be next stop," and the many
strong connections that Gardner has with

the university. Not only has he been a
trustee since 1976, but Gardner, who holds
a master's degree in business administration from Harvard University, was the director of the School of Business and Public
Administration from 1967 to 1972. He also
has relatives in the Weyerhaeuser Co. which
has contributed executives, retirees and family members to the 37-member Board of
Trustees.
Student reactions to Gardner's possible
Presidency have been mixed. "I think he
did a pretty good job as governor," explained freshman Stephen Stone. "Some of
the views he held in office would apply well
at this university."
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this time.
The committee hopes to have the selection process narrowed down to 3-5 candidates by the Spring of 1992. However, if
they cannot find decent applicants, they
will extend their tentative deadlines. Phibbs
has agreed to act as University President
until a new one is in place.
As reported by the Morning News Tribune, the new president will receive an
see FORUM page4
ASUPS vice President Eric Konzleman
was more critical. "With all of the hype
and the ties that he has, he'll scare off
other people who are thinking of running," he stated. "I also do not like the way
that he considered the job of governor as
an experience. We need a president who is
not in it for the experience but someone
who is here for a career."
If Gardner does decide to petition the
university's President position, he will be
considered a strong candidate according
to David Droge, the faculty senate chairman.
Trustee Peter Wallerich also deemed
Gardner as a strong candidate and added
that he would be nominated even if he
didn't apply.

Tamanawas overdue again
JBy Jenny Apple

Contributing Editor
Following a pattern that has persisted foi r
five years, the 1991 Tamanawas,onceagain ,
has failed to meet its fall deadline for distri bution.
Since Tamanawas moved to a schedule ii I
which the yearbook is to be completed b1 (
the fall of the next year allowing sprint
events to be included, the editor has beer i
responsible for working over the summer t
complete the book.
Last year's editor, Natalie McNair-Huff ,
failed to complete the 272-page book fo r
the June 17 deadline. According to a lette r
written and distributed by media advise r
Bill Marchese, the printing company Josten s
reported that 212 pages remain to be turnei I
in.
Marchese noted in the letter that McNair
Huff agreed to meet an October 15 deadlin e
for having copy and art ready to mail to th e
printer. However, no word was receivei I
from McNair-Huff on that date.

about half of the yearbook is ready to be
submitted to the printer.
Since the October deadline she has spoken to Marchese and an agreement has been
reached that she, with the help of several
students on the present staff, will work to
complete the book. Marchese's letter outlines the pages that she and other students
are responsible for completing.
McNair-Huff attributes the delay in the
completion of the book to "the fact that it
didn't get done at the end of last year." She
said that the book had been behind schedule
from the beginning.
"Part of (the delay) was not having the
cooperation of the clubs and organizations
and people in the campus community," said
McNair-Huff, explaining that she did not
receive needed materials from others.
Another reason she gave was that the
yearbook from the previous year remained
to be finished and she alone took on that
task.
Also, she explained that two staff members quit at the end of the first semester.
"We had a very small saI I she cornmented.
Other factors in the delay, said MeNairHuff, were the yearbook's five-year-long
trend of being late as well as the lack of a
media advisor for part of last year. This
position remained empty until Marchese
filled it in January.
AS UPS President Herman Westreich believes there are two main problems contribsee YEARBOOK page 4
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NEWS J
Mideast peace talks set-Israeli
cabinet backs joining
conference
ISRAEL The convening of a Mideast
peace conference to be held in Madrid
beginning on Oct. 30 was announced by
the U.S. Secretary of State James Baker
and Soviet foreign minister Boris Pankin.
Invitations from Presidents George Bush
and Mikhail Gorbatchev were being sent
to Israel, the neighboring Arab states and
Palestinians. The opening conference, expected to last four days, "is to be followed
by direct negotiations designed to achieve
real peace", Mr. Baker said. With commitments to attend from all Arab parties,
the Madrid conference will be the first
since 1949 at which Israel has set down in
face-to-face talks with all of its neighbors.
Mr. Baker assured Syria that the principle
of exchanging land for peace, found in the
U.N. resolution 242, "applied to all fronts,
including the Golan." Further, Baker assured Palestinians that Washington viewed
continued Israeli settlement of the occupied West Bank as "an obstacle to peace".
Although Israel did not get every assur ance it wanted from the Americans the
Israeli cabinet voted 16-3 to accept prime
Minister Shamir's recommendation to attend the conference. Separately, the Soviets restored full diplomatic relations with
Israel, a condition that the Israelis insisted
must precede any Mideast talks. (The
Globe andMail/ The Wall Street Journal)
-

American hostage freed
by Lebanese captors
LEBANON The 44-year old Jesse
Turner of Idaho was en route toDamaskus
after being released in Beirut, U.N. officials said. The report by a senior U.N.
diplomat, Giandomenico Picco, came after a day of conflicting statements about
Turner'swhereabouts. Iran's official news
agency originally said that he had been
freed after nearly five years in captivity.
But a Syrian official had later cast doubt
on whether the former Beirut University
College professor had been released,
prompting the White House to say it assumed Turner was still being held. (The
Wall Street Journal)
-

Leading Turkish party
defeated; prime minister
resigns
TURKEY The prime minister of Turkey submitted his resignation to president Ozal after the ruling Motherland
Party was defeated in Sunday's vote. Premier Yilmaz was asked to head a caretaker government until a cabinet is formed
by Demirel, whose True Path Party won
a slim victory. Ozal wasn't up for reelection. He has announced that he won't
quit. (The Wall Street Journal)
-

German lawmakers
back steps to end spy taint
GERMANY Germany's principal political parties, faced with evidence that
some of their active members had collaborated with the former East German
secret police for years, have agreed that
the backgrounds of all 662 members of
the parliament should be checked. The
background checks willbe voluntary, and
one official guessed that about 550 of the
members would submit to them. In recent
months, revelations about the backgrounds of prominent politicians have
shaken the governments of all five states
in eastern Germany and have threatened
to paralyze the country's political and
social institutions. (The New York Times)
-

Mitterrand joins Kohl
in proposing a European
army
FRANCE Hoping to influence NATO
and European Community summit meetings in the next two months, France and
Germany called today for creation of a
corps-strength Western European Army
as a step toward giving the region an
independent defense capability. The two
Governments said they would strengthen
a 5,000-member French-German brigade
and indicated that units from other countries in the European Community could
eventually join the force. Officials in Paris
said that the expanded French-German
force could have 30,000 troops. The
French-German initiative was immediately challenged by Britain as a potential
threat to NATO. (The New York Times)

Security statistics indicate
a decrease in campus crime
LJBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor

According to Security Service statistics,
Puget Sound has had considerably less
crime on campus this year than it had last
year. Although there seems to be a lot of
car vandalism there has not been any major
Security incidents on campus.
Last year, in the month of September,
Security Services had eight reported bicycle thefts and one reported theft from a
vehicle. In October of last year, four bikes
were stolen and seven vehicles had objects
stolen from them. So far this year there
have been only two bike thefts on campus
and one theft from a vehicle.
One of the bikes that was stolen this year
was left unsecured for 45-minutes on the
south side of the library. The other occurred last Wednesday when a cable lock
was cut on the south side of the Fieldhouse.
The only vehicle theft was a standard license plate.
Over homecoming weekend the staff was
enlarged to accommodate the larger crowds
of people that were on campus, but there
were less incident reports filed during that
weekend than on most of other weekends.
The only real crime that has been happening on campus with any regularity has
actually been more off campus than on.
"This year we've had four cars that have
had windows broken on," explains Todd
Badham, director of Campus Security.
Three such incidents occurred during the

"The campus has had
more alcohol violations
than anything else."
week of September 10 thmugh September
17, when three students reported broken
vehicles on their vehicles. The vehicles were
all parked in the vicinity of North 13th and
Washington streets and in each case, nothing was missing from the car. Later, on
September 30, a student reported another
smashed window in that same area. Again
nothing was taken from the vehicle.
In a somewhat related incident, on October 1, a student reported damage to the hood
of his vehicle, but this time the car was
parked near 14th and Union streets.
Unfortunately, there is nothing that security can really do to prevent these crimes.
"We do what we can," Badham says, "But
there is not really anything that can be done
unless you have people on every street corner."
The only other action that Security has
gotten has been alcohol violations. Not a
week goes by that another violation is posted
in "Crimes on Campus". According to
Badham, "The campus has had more alcohol violations than anything else."

-

World News edited by Matthias Dezes

The Pizza Answer plus
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1039 Regents Blvd.
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Fircrest Shopping Center
/CALL 566-8989 627-8844
-

ASK US ABOUT OUR DINE-IN SPECIALS FOR U.P.S.
STUDENTS & FACULTY

U.P.S. DELIVERY SPECIALS

1- Large 1-Item Pizza

$ 5.55
$ 6.45

1- Large 2-Item Pizza

tax

+

+ tax

Each Large Pizza Delivered with 2- FREE 12 oz. Pops

1 Medium Pepperoni Pizza With Pop

$So '~9)9 + taX
From 9 pm to close; UPS Campus Delivery Only

Oct. 16 6:40 pm A student reported to Security that her bicycle
was stolen from the south side of the Fieldhouse.
The bicycle was locked with a cable type lock.

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL

Large Pepperoni Pizza
Coed at Participating Location Only Not

Good

19th St.

Oct. 18 1:05 am A student was contacted on Union Ave by
Security for a suspected alcohol violation.
**please remember that Security offers an extended escort service off
campus.
Crimes on Campus is prepared for the Trail by Security Services as a service to the
campus. We do not alter the text and consequently are not responsible for its content.

$ 3.70 ea.

With Any Other offers U.P.S. w. Required

+

Tax

Expires 11/4/91.

19th St.

Princeton

'1
Center St
1.101
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News

Senate candidates run in nearly uncontested election
The Trail has decided to forgo the
endorsement board because of the
unopposed races, so briefdepostionsfrom
the candidates have been included instead.

a
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[iBy Bruno Zalubil
News Editor
On October29, ASUPS will be conducting its Fall elections. The polling booths
will be located in the SUB, the library, and
Jones hail and will be open from 8 am to 7
pm. The positions that are available and the
candidates that are running for them are as
follows:
2 Senator-At-Large
Portland Reed
A. Damon
1 Residence Hall Senator
Christina Herzog
1 Greek Senator
Hank Warren
Raymond Mineau
1 Campus-owned Housing Senator
Casey Moores
1 Off-Cam pus Senator
Eden Maloney
The only contested position is the Greek
Senator position.

1)

Portland A. Reed
Senator-At-Large
In stating my reasons for wanting to be
Senator-at-Large I will not tickle your ears
and make promises that I know are impossible to fulfill. Nor will I bore you with
rhetoric nonsense about making UPS abetter school.
My term as Senator is a little less than one
school year and it is unrealistic to thing that
I will make any sweeping changes in policies that students deem are unfair. Although,
that certainly doesn't mean that I won't try.
My main focus will be to concentrate on
positive ways to enliven and enhance our
college experience here at UPS.
Since Jam your representative, I will take
active steps in getting to know those that I
represent (theme house, residence halls,
Greeks, etc.) to see what you, the students,
want to see happen and follow through with
those requests.

Raymond D. Mineau
Greek Senator
My name is Raymond Mineau and I am
seeking election for the office of Greek
Senator. I've had experience both in ASUPS

[.
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and Greek leadership. My involvement with
the Greek system consists of and executive
position in my Fraternity and being a representative on the Inter Fraternity Council.
I have also served on the ASUPS Elections
Committee for 3 semesters.
Over 40% of the undergraduate population belongs to a Greek organization. My
involvement within the Greek government
and ASUPS will allow me to properly
represent our large Greek community. I
plan to use this office not only to strengthen
Greek unity but campus unity as well. I
would appreciate your support on October
29.

A. Damon
Senator-At-Large
In three or four paragraphs each of the
candidates presented here will say "Hi. I'm
Joe Smith, I'm running for X position, so
vote for me." This amount of space within
the Trail and the endorsement board's recommendations are simply not enough to
base your vote on. So ifwe don't seek you
out during our election campaigns, seek us
out—ask us questions and make us answer
because we're being elected by you.
However—Hi. My name is A. Damon,
and I'm running for Senator-At-Large. I
am a transfer student from Woodland, Ca,
and have transferred in this fall as a junior.
Being a transfer student I have a number of
ideas that can be put to use for UPS students. I am interested in fulfilling the position of Senator-At-Large as a representative of all students at this campus due to this
background as well as my current living
afldClasstaws I arninterestedinwoiting
wIth students to improVe cànipüs lIfe and
make ASUIPS and its resources more available to students.
In attending Senate meetings since mid
September, I have a good idea both of the
goals of ASTJPS and the commitment involved in becoming a Senator. I also believe that -I have the ability to meet those
goals. So keep me in mind come election
time. Most important, on October 29 romember to vote for those candidates who

are go iiig U) UU uic UMJUU lit i9JililuIlg
you.

Christina Herzog
Residence Hall Senator
Hi, my name is Christina Herzog and Jam
running for Residence Hall Senator. lam a
sophomore double majoring in Politics &
Government and Comparative Sociology.
In the three semesters I have been at UPS I
have become highly interested in ASUPS.
I have been involved in many activities on
campus, including the Student Diversity
Committee, University Diversity Committee, Student Programs Lectures Committee, Forensics, Varsity Softball, and I am
currently a Resident Assistant in Anderson!
Langdon Hall. As a result of these activities
I have learned of the wide variety of activities that go on here at UPS, specifically
within AS UPS. Within each of these activities I feel I have also been able to see the
different needs and interests that students
have. I would like to be a part of the process
that seeks to fill those needs and interests,
and I believe that as a senator I would be
able to do that.

Eden E. Maloney
Off-Campus Senator
My decision to campaign for a senate
position came with the desire to be in touch
with people. It is important to me to have an
opportunity to enhance or even improve
student life in any way that I can. I have not
setout plan
That .wold go against what .1 eye.a
senator should do. I have seen many things
accomplished in the past when people work
together to achieve. It is up to all of us to
plan.
I am speaking mainly to off-campus students when I say that I will try my best to
listen and to be a voice for your needs,
comments, and concerns. But Ispeak to all
students when I say that I stronglybelieve
that everyone,no matter where they live,
can be heard and represented. I will be
available toàll studentandI will always
listen.

Hank Warrren
Greek Senator

I'Vithout i doubt. the
world s finest chamber
orchestra!' The Seattle
Week/v.

The Moscow Virtuosi

"JAG" RND OUT HOW IT WOULD ENHANCE YOUR LAW FUTURE. SEE
CAPT. BROOKS AT LA W SCHOOL PLACEMENT OFFICE 29 OCT FROM
10:00 AM TO 2:00 PM CALL 1-800-283-LJSMC FOR MORE INFORMATION.

University
SflOP. RITE
)

12 Pack Coke
only $1.89
Valid with A.S.B. Card Only
through Oct. 30, 1991

peilorrns an all Vivaldi program
on Thursday. October 31-8 p.m. at the
Pantages. Lead by renowned vio[irust
Vladimir Spivakov, this 27 member
ensemble comprises the top soloists and
symphony performers from throughout
the Soviet Union. This could well be the
musical experience of a lifetime! Reserve
your tickets soon! $23: $20: $17.
Day of Show Student/Senior Rush $8

BROADWAY CENTER
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
PANTAGES THEATER•RIALTO THEATER.JONES
BUILDING901 BROADWAY,TACOMA.591 -5894

Hey Greeks, my name is Hank Warren, I
am hoping to represent you at ASUPS as
your Greek senator. I am currently the
Residential Hall senator so I know what is
going on with ASUPS. My experience has
allowed me to figure out and help solve
several issues on campus. I have learned
how to deal with the administration and
also the different steps it Lakes to get things
accomplished.
As Greek senator I will try to improve
Greek relations with the administration. I
will make sure that the Greeks have a say in
the selection ofour new president by letting
the selection committee know what qualities we need for our new president to have.
I would also like to pick up where Keith
Andrews left off with the Sonics-Blazers
basketball game. This popular activity helps
bring Greeks and Independents together to
hopefully improve relations. Along with
these goals I would make myself available
to listen to your concerns and make sure
they are voiced to the Administration.

see SENATORS page 4
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Exchange created with ex-Eastern bloc country
By Matthias Dezes
Staff

Writer

Studying at one of the famous universities
in the East ofGermany has been impossible
for Americans for more than4O years. Since
the iron curtain has disappeared, more and
more contacts between universities in the
east and in the west have come about.
This year, UPS got in touch with the
University of Potsthm, a city situated very
close to Berlin and capital of the German
Federal State Brandenburg. From next year
on, UPS students will have the opportunity
to study there. The first UPS student will go
to Potsdam for the summer semester 1992.
The applications for this one-semester
stay have been sent off two weeks ago, but
the foreign language department is still
looking for people who might be interested
in going toPotsdam for the whole academic
year 1992-93 that starts in October 1992.

YEARBOOK from page

1

uting to the perennial delay of the
yearbook: the fall deadline and
lack of commitment of the editors
to work over the summerand complete the project. He believes that
perhaps the yearbook should simply be distributed in the spring,
thereforeomitting spring happenings, if a way to make it meet a fall
deadline is not found. Such a
change in the schedule would be
incorporatedby the Media Board,
which was responsible for the initial change to a fall distribution

David Tinsley, a UPS professor in (icrman, coordinates the contact with Potsdam
and is very happy that UPS can offer its
students an alternative to the Passau program. The Puget Sound student who goes to
Potsdam will even receive fmancial sup"As a unilateral offer, the University of
Potsdam provides at least one fellowship a
year at the amount of 800 marks a month for
one of our students to study there for a
period of up to ten months," said Tinsley.
"This is actually a much more lucrative
opportunity than our Passau Program, for
which the students have to pay UPS tuition."
But there are other aspects that make
Potsdam interesting, especially for political scientists. In Potsdam, "you have the
best of both worlds," as Tinsley puts it.
Potsdam is a nice and quiet little city with

date.
While the present co-editors of
Tamanawas, Kate Hanson and
Kelly Stein, have agreed to help
with certain sectionsof the book
if McNair-Huff informs them
of what remains to be done,
they do not feel responsible for
completing the yearbook. Said
Stein, "We don't really have
time to do it." Both Hanson and
Stein were on the staff last year
and said that most of the pages
for their section, campus happenings, were completed and
turned in.
A new staff member, Erin
Anderson, has agreed to work
on the seniors and upperclassmen section, which was not
completed by the section editor
appointed to the task last year,
according to McNair-Fluff.
"Our job is not to finish last
year's yearbook now," commented Hanson. The co-editors
believe it is more important that
they focus on the 1992 yearbook
rather than complete the 1991
book and risk falling behind schedule. "We'd rather just drop the
book than finish it," said Hanson.
McNair-Huff agrees that the

lotsof interesting places to go. Ontheother
hand, within half an hour, the heart of
Berlin can be reached. "And there is probably no more exciting and bizarre place in
the world than Berlin," believes Tinsley.
The prerequisites for the application are
similar to those required for Passau. Explains Tinsley, "We need from the applicants a current academic resume, a secur ing letter of recommendation attesting to
their fluency in the language and a copy of
their transcript." The application deadline
will be during the spring semester of
1992.The five applications for the summer
were sent off two weeks ago, but the foreign language department is still looking
for people who might be interested in going to Potsdam for the next academic year.
Not without reason, noted Tinsley, students should make up their minds about
their decision to go or not as quickly as

present editors should not have to
complete lastyear's book. "Idon't
want it to be their responsibility,"
she said.

ELECTiON from page 3
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Casey Moores
University Owned Housing
Senator
My name is Casey Moores and I am
running for the position of University
Owned Housing Senator. lam currently a
Politics and Government major and plan
on practicing law. Some of my interests
include tiding horses, which I have done
all my life, and getting involved in activities at school. I am looking forward to
meeting you and hope that you will relate
your interests and concerns to me so that
lam better able to represent you! Be sure
to get involved with elections and come
out and vote next Tuesday.

'I
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Although the yearbook editor is
required to work after the end of
the spring semester, he or she receives full payment before the
book is actually completed.
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According to Stein, the yearbook has always been behind
schedule. "The yearbook as a
whole has never met a deadline,"
she said. She believes part of last
year's delay was a lack of organization. Also a factor is
Tamanawas' small staff. "The
yearbook doesn't attract people
year after year," noted Hanson.
She said that last year there were
just enough people to be in charge
of all the sections.

cussion about incorporating a
completion payment; however, he
prefers to trust the people in those
positions and continue the
monthly pay system.
"In the past ASUPS did not have
explicit job contracts. ASIJPS has
worked with a lot of trust with the
students who have been appointed
to positions," explained
Konzelman. However, contracts
are now being used so that ASUPS
can hold people accountable for
unfmished work.

the future. "You can't get certain
things ahead of time," she explained. Inability to find particular pictures or information continually cause setbacks.
Stein commented, however, that
this year has started out more
smoothly for Tamanawas. She
said that the staff is more experienced, larger, and is making
progress at this point. Hanson
added that there is better communication with Photo Services this
year.
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A comucopia l .of avaiflable videos
First in a series of arbitrary
but vital trips through the
video store
It's rainy season again. Soon, we will
have puddles on our brain. Midterms are a
painful memory. We should be getting back
to work, delving into that thousand page
economics textbook. Shouldn't we? Naah.
We deserve a little break. Enjoy yourself
this weekend.
But you still don't have any money to go
on the grand spree of Europe, or even to go
to Seattle. What do you do? Rent some
movies. It's the perfect activity. It's cheap,
it's at home, and you can have a lot of your
favorite people over.
Below is my very subjective and selective
guide to some of the best videos at your
local store. In no way is this list meant to be
exhaustive. Nor is this a guide to the best
films of all time. Sorry to Pauline KaeI, but
CitizenKane is not on the list. They're random choices, good companions for an autumnal evening, when you cannot look at
anymore rain. And you also won't scream
when you have to stop the movie for a
minute to take a pee. Sit back, fix some
popcorn, and enjoy.

Best Goofy Comedy: Top Secret
This kind of movie drives some people
insane. They are deliberately ridiculous
films. Puns galore, the more stupid the

Best foreign film (to make your evening
a bit more high tone): The 400 Blows
Francois Truffaut's semi-autobiographical film of adolescence is a glory. It is in
French, so you will have to read subtitles. It,
is also in black and white, so you will have
to extend your horizons even further. But
believe me, it is worth it.

Best Children's Film That Adults Still

Like to Watch: The Jungle Book
This one was hard to call for me. There are
so many that I still enjoy with a guilty

Most glorious fictional film of the Civil
War: Gone with the Wind
Fooled you, didn't I? You thought I wouJd
never choose this one because of the racial
inequities and the stilted melodrama. You
thought I might pick Dances with Wolves,
didn't you? No. Dances with Wolves was a
glorious film, but only on thebig screen. On
video, all the sentimental inconsistencies
are readily apparent. But Gone with the
Wind is the original, and the best. Yes, it is
four hours long. Make lots of popcorn. And
sob along with Scarlett and Rhett. Get into
the melodrama. It's grand fun.

The perennial Scarlett O'Hara and Rhert Butler, locked in a lovers' gaze.
better. But I have a taste for them, and so do
a lot of us loons. There is nothing better
after a hard day of slagging away at Hegel
than to lose your mind with Val Kilmer and
the people responsible forAirplane and The
Naked Gun. But this one is much better than
either one of them. You will be rolling on
the floor.

473-4161

LOWOUT
SALE 1.

pleasure, but then again, I still watch Sesame
Street once in awhile. Mary Poppins is still
tremendous and funny,but Dick Van Dyke's
horrible Cockney accent puts me off a bit.
The Jungle Book is insanely funny; it isn't
afraid to be spontaneous and silly. Baboo is
one of the most creative role models in
children's literature. And you'll be singing
the songs all week.
Spookiest Video Evening: Eraserhead
and Vernon, Florida
A strange combination, I know, but my
friends and I experienced the both of them
together, without even taking a break one
evening. Eraserheadis David Lynch's first
film; it took him seven years to make. It has
about fifteen lines of dialogue, is shot in
black and white, and is one of the oddest
films ever made. Watch out for the oozing
chickens. Vernon, Florida is also a first
film, this one made by Errol Morris, who
later shot the celebrated documentary The
ThinBlue Line. The film follows the doings
of several strange residents of a small, rural
town in Florida. There is one man who does
nothing but hunt turkey. Another man has a
worm farm. And the preacher talks about
having the therefore experience. I cannot
explain either of these films. You simply
have to see them both. But maybe not in the
same evening.

10%-50% OFF everything in the store!

Best waste of an entire Saturday: the
entire Star Wars trilogy
Have you ever sat down and watched Star
Wars, The Empire Strikes Back, and The
Return of the Jedi in one afternoon? I have,
and it's an experience. Sure, you emerge
into the daylight and expect to see Jabba the
Hut around the comer But the special effects are still glorious, and watch for the
hidden mythological messages, ala Joseph
Campbell.
Best random video, no real category,
but still worth it: Twin Peaks
All you Peakies out there can still be
satisfied. They have now released the Europcan version ofTwin Peaks to us starving,
pathetic masses. Basically,itjs the first two
hour episode as we saw it on ABC. Be sure:
to cheer when Agent Cooper comes on the
screen for the first time. Thrill to the large
pile of doughnuts at the sheriff's station.
But after we finish with Laura Palmer, this
version solves the crime in fifteen minutes.
Yes, Bob still did it. But now he's just a
weird guy who lives in the basement of the
hospital. It feels as though the script was
written two minutes before filmed (a dying
character's line isactually "Got a nickel?"),
but it's a curiosity to see. Mostly, it's just
good and goofy to see Audrey and Ed again.
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Foster hits the right notes
lBy Angel Overbaugh
Staff Writer

Little Man Tate is both an academic and
acting triumph for Jodie Foster. While she
has aspired to direct for a number of years,
she has often said that she would never be
so ambitious as to direct herself. However,
the temptation of playing the
mother of the gifted Fred Tate
proved far too pivotal a role to
trust to any other actress.
Foster plays the dancer/waitress Dede Tate, a single mother
who believes that her son is remarkablein the fashion thatmost
mothers believe that their off spring is special. However, Fred
(played by Adam Hann-Byrd) surpasses
even his mother's expectations, proving
himself a master of every subject from
poetry and painting to mathematics and
physics. Dede is ill-equipped, emotionally,
intellectually, and financially, to deal with
her son's spiralling intelligence and insight.
The central conflict is that while Fred
knows a great deal about everything, it is
what he understands that separates him not
only from his equally gifted peers, but from
the rest of the world. Before his eighth
birthday, he has generated an ulcer, the
product of his worries about his mother's
dire financial state, global warming, his
own raging loneliness, and the hate and
anguish he sees all around him. Needless to
say, this kid has a lot on his mind.

Dianne Wiest turns in an adequate performance as the formerly gifted child now
turned director of a foundation for academically advanced/gifted children. She is
a cold, lonely woman who eventually deteriorates into the Wiestian trademark of
whiny, self-pitying, insecure characters.
However, her chilly and seif-absorbed nature is well-suited to
the woman whose only weakness
is to supply Fred with a steady
diet of academic nourishment and
none of the emotional depth that
he craves.
The scenes between Foster and
Hann-Byrd belie the bond between the two actors. While his
character of ten assumes the role of parent
to Dede, in the form ofbalancing her checkbook and preparing her resumé, it is Dede
who offers Fred a reality and acceptance
that he cannot find elsewhere.
The enventual physical separation and
intellectual fissure that springs up between
them sets the stage for an emotional conflict that could esily have resulted the disaster of child/parent relations. But director
Foster never allows the conflict to reach the
point of no return, and, in the end, Fred is
happy at last.
This isamovie of quiet depth and thoughtful conclusions. Anyone who has ever been
labeled as "gifted" should see "Little Man
Tate." And anyone who would like to see
Harry Connick Jr. in his briefs should check
it out.
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Ghostly images for Campus Films
tiBy Alethea P. Daniels
Staff Writer

So, the bank robbing scheme didn't work,
and you're still too broke to afford real
entertainment. On top of that, you're still
bored, stressed, and tired. Well, I have the
cure for you.
October was a prize-winning month for
adventure, comedy, and touching love stories in the world ofCampus Films; if you've
missed what's been shown so far, this week
is your last chance for an October Campus
film. And what a film it is.
If you're interested in a romance with a
twist of comedy and adventure, then Ghost

is the movie for you. Seemingly everyone
has seen this movie already, but there are
plenty of satisfied repeat viewers willing to
cry at Patrick Swayze and Demi Moore.
Whoopi Goldberg won an Oscar for her
performance in this film as well.
Join the rest of the free world in the Ghost
experience this weekend, October 25th,
26th, and 27th.
Stay tuned to this spot for the reviews of
next month's Campus Films.
And by the way, the people at Campus
Films are putting out the call for more help,
once again.
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Jodie Foster, director and star ofLittle Man Tate, with costar Adam Hann-Byrd.
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Writer I
In all probability, Gabriel Garcia
Marquez (1928- ) is one of the best known
and most revered contemporary Hispanic
writers in the world. His 100 Years of
Solitude, perhaps the most important Hispanic novel since Cervantes'sDon Qwjote,
symbolically traces the history of Latin
America since the Spanish conquest.
Hailed as a cosmopolitan visionary and
defender of both human and women's
rights, his works reflect the diverse influences of James Joyce, William Faulkner,
and Virginia Woolf. For his accomplishments, Márquez earned the Nobel Prize
for Literature in 1982.
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"You must have been dreaming," the
officers insisted. "Nothing has happenedin
Macondo, nothing has ever happened in
Macondo, and nothing ever will happen.
This is a happy town." In that way they
were finally able to wipe out the union

Classifieds
ADOPTION. Give your baby a loving
home! We are a married couple who can't
have children, building a family by
adoption. Please let us help. Call our
attorney Joan collect (206) 728-5858, ask
for file #9256.

Fundraiser: We're looking for a top
fraternity, sorority, or student organization
that would like to earn $500 - $1500 for a
one week on-campus marketing project.
Must be organized and hard working. Call
JoAnn or Sabrina at (800) 592-2121.

Receive personal Russian lessons! Call
627-2632 for more information.

ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately!
No experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call 1405-321-3064.

Start your own business: Looking
for highly motivated individuals to
manage a summer franchise. Opportunity
positions available for Summer, 1992.
Call now 1-800-665-4992.
Fast and Easy Income! Earn 100's weekly
stuffing envelopes. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Fast Income, P.O.
Box 641517, Chicago, IL 60664-1517
Learn Real Lite Business Skills:
Run your own summer franchise. Position
open for Summer, 1992. Call now for
more info. @ 1-800-665-4992.

ready to use your college degree as a the Academic and Career Advising Center
stepping stone to higher management on Wednesday, November 6. Go to Career
interview with Enterprise Rent-A-Car at Advising today to sign-up.
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FREE SCHOLARS HIP INFORMATION
for students who need money for college.
Every student is eligible for some type of
financial aid regardless of grades or
parental income. Results guaranteed. Call
anytime for a free brochure at (800) 2838600 ext. 899.
Learn to scuba dive for $85. Call Pro
Divers Supply at 588-8368 for more
information.
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Students seek answers in Young Life
IBy Shelly Simpson
Staff Writer
In its fifth year, Young Life has been
active as one of the religious groups represented on campus.
John and Carissa Lewis, accompanied by
Jeff Costello and faculty advisor Matt
Pickard, join with strong student leadership to encourage 60-80 UPS students as
well as a few students from TCC.
Carissa Lewis defined Young Life as "an
interdenominational outreach where students may share the gospel." Young Life
sponsors programs at the junior high, high

in their personal relationship with Christ in
their life now and in the future."
Young Life has experienced change over
the past five years. Originally, it was a oneyear program of leadership training aimed
toward integrating college students as leaders for Jr. and Sr. High School Young Life
programs. This program, appropriately
called "Discipleship 101," was promoted
by a group of students who had Young Life
experiences outside of UPS.
Last year, Young Life became a four-year,
more involved program. Carissa Lewis
said, "Students need the ongoing fellow-

Young Life members enjoying a wild and crazy moment.

school, and college levels. The college
Young Life program "helps students look
at questions about life and scripture, and
how they are related in every day life"
according to Carissa Lewis. John Lewis
stated that UPS Young Life "carries on the
spirit of acceptance" from the high school
level, "yet is a place for those who want to
grow in their faith. It is for helping people

ship and further training."
Currently, Young Life offers several opportunities for students, including group
meetings and service projects. TNT (Tuesday Night Time) is held weekly at 7pm in
the SUB lounge and is open to all interested
students. TNT is a time for "singing, fellowship, and teaching" according to Carissa
Lewis.

Christian Science group: "a good friend"
EBy Lorinda Lipscomb
Staff Writer
The Christian Science Organization at
U.P.S. is a religious group established for
Christian Science students. These students meet weekly with the advisor to
touch basis with each other and discuss
how Christian Science has helped them
through the week.
"It's like talking to a good friend," said
student Darby Stanchfield about being
around other Christian Scientists.
Stanchfield, a lifetime Christian Scientist, said it is helpful to get together and
share experiences with each other.
Sandy Dillon, the Assistant to the Dean
on the University, has been the advisor
for the campus Organization since 1979
and plans to continue being the group's
advisor for as long as she is at the University. "I'm glad I'm here for the kids," said
Dillon, "It's nice to (be around) kids that
youcan identify with religiously." Dillon
also said that as a staff member who deals
mostly with administration, it's nice to
get in touch with students.
Christian Science is a Christian religion
based on the work and prayer of Christ
Jesus. The two "pastors" of the religion
are the King James Version of the Bible
and Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy, founder
and discoverer of Christian Science.
"It is helpful to listen to other people
and discuss what we've been studying,"

said Stanchfield. Her favorite part of the
meetings is, she said, the open discussion.
She also enjoys preparing the citations to
read for the group. "It's a learning experience in itself," said Stanchfield.
This year, the U.P.S . Christian Science
Organization is, according to Dillon, larger
than it has ever been before. It is recognized by the University as a part of the
religious organizations on campus as well
as by the Christian Science Mother Church
in Boston.
The Christian Science weekly "Lesson
Sermon" is comprised of both scriptural
citations and "correlative passages" from
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures. This lesson is studied all week then

becomes the authorized sermon when read
at Church by the first and second readers.
As opposed to ministers whose sermons
could vary from church to church, the
Christian Science weekly Lesson Sermons
are the same all over the world.
The Mother Church and the University
of Puget Sound prefer that the advisor to
the Organization be a member of the
Mother Church as well as a staff member
of the University. Sandy Dillon is both,
and therefore well qualified to advise the
campus Organization.
The Organization meetings on campus
are open to all students. If you are inter ested in attending one or finding out more
about Christian Science, contact Sandy
Dillon in Tom Davis' office.

A more intimate aspect of
Young Life lies within the
small Bible study groups.
Groups 'of 7-8 students led by
and upperclassman are designed for openness among
group members and closely
knit relationships. An additional weekly meeting for
Young Life members is SALT
(Study and Leadership Training). This is an in-depth Bible
study equipped for leadership
education.
Young Life encourages student leadership within the organization as well as in
the community. It also in,tegrates several
service opportunities available for groups
or individuals. Students in Young Life
tutor city children through Trinity Presbyterian Chureh, help with the YMCA handicapped swim program, and volunteer for
Habitat for Humanity, an organization committed to building homes for low income
families. For a long distance service opportunity, Young Life sets out for a mission
trip each year. This year, plans for work
with Habitat for Humanity in South Caro- lina are scheduled for winter break.
A residency opportunity, in cooperation
with other Christian Organizations on campus, is The Kingdome Christian Fellowship House. This is a theme house involving Young Life members which sponsor a
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monthly activity open to all Christian organizations on campus.
When Young Life students leave campus
for the summer, many of them find their
way to "Malibu," a Young Life camp located in Canada. Students may be a part of
summer staff or be a "Beyond Malibu"
guide, leading backpacking trips is the
Malibu area.
Future plans for this year involve programs connected with churches in the community. This includes an adopt-a-parent
program for that "home away from home"
and a mentor program, matching a student
and professional in an area of interest.
Julie Gilbert, a Young Life member and
small group leader, sums up Young Life as
"a great organization. It's open for everybody and it isn't intimidating."
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Chaplain Davis encourages
religious exploration
IBy Sara Freeman
Features Editor
At the UPS campus there are at least nine
organized religious groups that meet and
numerous bible studies or fellowship
groups. Coordinating these many programs
and offering services of their own is the
Office ofReligious Life. At the head of that
office is University Chaplain, Jim Davis.
Rev. Jim Davis has been encouraging
student's growth through faith and observing the "interface of faith and learning"
here at UPS for 14 years. Davis came to
UPS in 1977 excited about the chance to
create a program and watch it grow. His
was a ground-breaking position: until he
joined the university staff, the position of
Chaplain was not a full time job. All previous chaplains taught as well as helped facilitate campus religious life.
Davis, who attended Garret Theological
Seminary in Illinois after graduating from
the University ofMichigan, was ordained a
Methodist minister in 1966. The shared
Methodist background of Davis and UPS
made the school attractive place for his
campus ministry.
"I was at a state university doing campus
ministry before (coming to UPS)," he said,
"At the state university a campus minister
is not a part of the staff. Here, I am. I was
excited to work at a church related University. ,"
It was in Davis' junior year of college that
he first saw the connection between faith
and learning. Davis said he choose to become a minister that for two reasons:
"First, because I was involved with leadership opportunities in the church and second because I was exposed to a minister
who preached and talked about Camus,

Becket, Shakespeare—great writers and
thinkers whorelated to faith questions. Suddenly, I wanted to do for others what had
been done for me."
College ministry seems to provide ample
opportunity for Davis to talk with college
students about their faith questions. Traditionally, college is regarded as a spiritual
no-man's-land where college students fall
away from religion and church, but Davis
doesn't view it that way. In his eyes, college
is the perfect time for students to question
their religious practices because they're feeling out independence and experimenting
with changing the religious patterns their
parents had set for them.
"It's natural to explore different patterns,"
Davis said, "Go to other churches, take a
break, itdoesn'tmean you've stopped thinking about faith."
Davis notes an increase in faith questions
over ten years ago. He commends higher
education as a great experience to challenge
beliefs. He also believes it's good for faculty to challenge what students believe, not
to destroy the beliefbut to make the student
grow.
"Students will seriously question tenants
they learnedearlierand maybe discard some
of them," he said, "That's not necessarily
bad."
Talking with Jim Davis indeed makes one
see clearly how faith and learning are connected: both challenge you to grow, and
whether accepted or rejected, will broaden
your mind. That's all Jim Davis wants students to understand.
"My job," he gently said, "is to invite
those who have not considered faith to see it
as an important part of life and to encourage
those who have to step back and reevaluate."
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which comes in the spring. Passover is a
Staff Writer
holiday to remember gods freeing of the
Did you know that this is the year 5752?
Jews from slavery in Egypt and the exodus
According to Liebreich, JSO now has 27
That's not A.D. 5752 of course, but 5752
across the Sinai desert to the holy land.
members. So far they have had programs
C.E., on the Jewish lunar calendar. In fact
Jews observe Passover by following a
for Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, attendJewish students and Jews all over the world
strict diet free of leaven and with the seder,
ing services at Temple Beth El in Tacoma.
celebrated Rosh Hashana, the Jewish new
a meal and religious service. During PassA Hanukkah party is being planned as the
year. The Jewish Student Organization
over Jews eat matzoh, the bread of afflicnext event. Also likely to occur this year, as
(JSO), affiliated with the Religious Life
tion. Matzoh is flat, unleavened bread used,
they did last year, are a Passover program
office and funded by ASUPS, provides
in part, to remember the hasty flight from
and a c id1elight vigil on holocaust recommunity for Jews on campus, an chance
Egypt when the Jews did not have time to
membraice day. According to Liebreich
to learn about one of the world's major
let their bread rise before leaving.
last years Seder drew 22 people, six of them
religions and fun for all.
Probably the most well-known Jewish
Jewish, emphasizing the JSO's openness to
Judaism is based on a belief in one god,
holiday to non-Jews is Hanukkah, the festithose wanting to learn.
and that one day a messianic age of peace
val of lights. Hanukkah is a relatively
The JSO also has attended Friday night
will come. Jewish beliefs, and early Jewish
recent Jewish holiday commemorating the
Shabbat (Sabbath) services and dinners with
history, are found in
other reliutous orthe Torah, the five
ganizations. Debooks of Moses and
spite difference in
other books of the
beliefs, interaction
Old Testament.
between the JewJews believe that
ish group and other
God chose them to
religious organizareceive the Torah.
tions is easy.
Also central to Jew"When another
ish belief and law is
group and our
the Talmud, which
group go to
is an interpretation
Shabbat services,
of religious law.
they're going beLone Liebreich,
cause they want to
president of the JSO,
learn, and if we do
said, "(To me Judasomething with
ism is) learning, and
their group that
it's loving: loving
they do we're goyourself, loving god,
ing because we
loving what you bewantto learn somelieve in and - this
thing about them.
sounds corny, but
So its a learningexloving your neighperience that takes
bor. Ican't say that to iviemoers of me ewtsn tuaent Union (form 1ft) Lone Leibriech, iIer,nan Westreich, hara
away from the disbe Jewish you should 0gm, Julia Weinsoft, and han Angwin gather for a meeting.
comfort that could
follow the Ten Combe there," said
mandments because I don't follow the Ten
miracles of the Jewish defeat of the
Liebreich.
Commandments, but it's taking whatever
Assyrians and of oil for the eternal lamp in
The emphasis within the JSO seems to be
you believe in and applying it to yourself
the liberated temple which lasted for eight
on social events and having fun, not on
and to others in a way that doesn't harm
days instead although there was only enough
studying the Torah. According to Liebreich
them, doesn't harm you.
for one day.
this is because that is where student's inter"In the Jewish religion we're brought up
Hanukkah is celebrated for eight days by
ests seem to lie. "The Jews that are in JSO
to make sure people are happy. One of the
lighting the menorah, a special nine
are not very religious, for the majority,
things, out of everything I learned was that
branched candelabrum, each night. Jews in
99.99 percent of us. Only 3 percent of
the job of a Jew was to see the positive
the United States usually exchange gifts
students on campus are Jewish. Also we
things, and show others and bring them up
each night of Hanukkah.
could do Torah study, but to be honest I
form being down.! always thought that was
"Hanukkah has been very Americanized,"
seriously doubt that more than two or three
kind of neat."
said Liebreich. "It was originally not a gift
people would come," said Liebreich. "We
The major Jewish holidays are Rosh
giving holiday; in fact it wasn't that big of
have a social emphasis, but the social proHashana and Yom Kippur, which are called
a deal at all, but it's supposedly the Jewish
grams we do usually have to do with the
the high holy days. Again, Rosh Hashana is
equivalent of Christmas."
holidays, and so their based on learning
the Jewish new year. Yom Kippur, the day
The JSO's events are open to all students.
what they holidays are and celebrating them.
of atonement, is a day of fasting and of
"Whoever wants to help can help. We try to
We have the social aspect basically because
prayer.
encourage people to bring in new ideas. We
people are usually more attracted to some"It's the one day a year you come (to the
ask anybody who is interested in doing
thing social. We sing and we have fun and
synagogue, the Jewish house of worship) to
we eat, which we always do, but along with
something with JSO to let us know whether
atone for your sins, you ask for forgiveness.
the social there is always something that we
your a religious group or any other group or
So that's a really important day, and very
are trying to teach."
organization orjustan individual who would
serious for a lot of people," said Liebreich.
like to see JSO do something or learn more
Another important holiday is Passover,
about JSO," said Liebreich.

Group provides
support for LDS
members
By Brooke Rohweder
Staff Writer
The main reason that the Latter Day
Saints Student Association of UPS has
only met once informally on campus,
explained Chapter President Nancy
Jennins, is a lack ofmembers. Right now,
she said, attracting students is a main
concern of the gmup.
Currently, the LDS group has about S
active members. Last year, said Jennins,
there were 12 members, which made it
easier to arrange for weekly meetings on
campus. This year, "we're sort of trying
to locate people out of the woodwork,"
she said.
The LDS Student Association was
formed 5 years ago, said Jennins, largely
as a fellowship organization. "It was a
way of letting people know that there are
other LDS students on campus," she said.
The LDS Student Association has remained active so far this year by attending
church every Sunday at the LDS College
Heights Branch which, according to
Jennins, is a "smaller congregation of
young people" from around Tacoma.
In addition to services, the church offers
a weekly scripture study for its members,
as well as a weekly social activity called
Family Home Evening, which includes
fun events such as a Sound Rally (a scavenger hunt for different sounds), volleyball, and barbecues. The LDS Student
Association has also participated in vanous community service projects with the
College Heights Branch.
The group is planning a service project
for November, which may involve working with the Kids Can Do program, said
Jennins. In addition, the group is planning on visiting the LDS Temple in
Bellevue next month. Jennins also mentioned that for next semester, the group is
interested in starting a scripture study on
campus, focusing on the Book of Mormon Study.
The LDS Student Association is involved with the Religious Organization
Council, and has a representative who
attends the council's monthly meetings.
Jennins feels that working with this congregation of the various religions groups
on campus for socials and special projects
has "been a really positive experience.
People really seem willing to work with
other religious groups."
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From the Shaggy Dog to open-mike night:
A brief history of
the SUB 's most
enduring fixture
CBy Sara Freeman
Features Editor
The Cellar has been part of UPS campus
life for so long that Semi Solidarios, Director of Student Activities, can't even re.
member when it was started. Thirty years
ago our little pizza hang out used to be
called the Cellar 10 or Cellar X, served
mainly sandwiches and shuffleboard was
the game of choice.
Solidarios divides the history of the Cellar into three phases, the first of which lasts
from its unknown date of genesis until
1977. The Cellar was known as the the
Cellar 10 (or Cellar X, using the Roman
numeral) because it was located in the Student Center Rm. 10, where the bookstore is
now. Staffed by food service employees
dressed in all white, the Cellar offered a
menu of popcorn, pies and infamous "Logger" sandwiches. The Logger was tuna fish
(or some other filling) between two kaiser
roles compressed and toasted in a special
machine.
Solidarios reports that students were not
happy with either the food or activities at
that time, but they came to participate.
During this period, "programing" was initiated: the Cellar would show Disney films

like The Shaggy Dog or The Absentminded Professor and fill the place with
spectators.
In 1977, food services stopped running
the Cellar and the Antique Sandwich Company took over. This phase lasted for only
one year. This arrangement was convenient
for the Antique Sandwich Company be- /
cause, at the time, they were also pm(
viding the food for Niwa House,
where the faculty can eat.
•
People loved the food, but the
prices were a little too high
for a student budget. Fi•
nally, the Antique Sandwich Company was
prompted into Ieav-

be full of fans. A noon-time soap-opera
crowd developed as well: Days of Our
Lives was a favorite. The Cellar personal
wore uniforms and lunch was guaranteed to
be served in five minutes or else it was free.
About half-way through the 12 years
that ASUPS has been running the
Cellar, the campus hang-out
Ip
•
got its present location
•
across from the student media offices
•
in the SUB base•
ment
•
Solidarios
sti
mated

A

'I

,

1978
when
ASUPS started run
mg the Cellar and conunues today. Still situated in the
jresent location of the bookstore, the
ellar did geta big screen T.V. The Seattle
Sonics were playing well at that time, according to Solidarios, and the Cellar would
iE

It

'as5-7

then they ye varied the style
of pizza from gourmet pizza to card
board to the current versions that he feels
are competitive with home delivery pizzas.
Crucial to the development of the Cellar
through this third phase has been the student managers. A managerarechosen yearly
by ASUPS. ASUPS appoints the manager
on the basis of applications and interviews.
Two pivotal mangers Solidarios remembers are Doug Weisbart, who managed the
Cellar from 1979-1981, and Kawehi

LI

McFarlin, who managed 1981-83.
Weisbart, who now owns Options Box
Lunch and Catering in Denver Colorado,
proudly remembers turning The Cellar into
a profit center that made $32,000 during his
first year of management. Not only was The
Cellar a business success for Weisbart but
it helped him hone his management and
financial skills.
McFarlin feels that managing The Cellar was the best thing she could do to apply
the learning from her business classes. The
most valuable things McFarlin, who now
works as District Training Coordinator for
Best Stores, felt she learned were discipline
and time management. But, she also remembers the wild times. Her programing
included dances every other weekend with
DJ Russell Ivy.
The Cellar continues programing bringing in comedians, featuring local and campus entertainers and sponsoring open-mike
nights. Current manager Jeremy Morris
plans to spend most of this year's programming money on local campus bands and
plans to have an open-mike every other
week. Morris focuses on building the student ownership of the Cellar and on making
it a true student center.
Solidarios agrees with this focus on local and campus resources, but touts the
Cellar, overall, as just a great place to hang
out.
"The Cellar's greatest value is as a hangout," he said, "and if anyone goes down
there late at night, they'll see what I mean."
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AT&TACUSSM Service at The University of Puget Sound...
You can shorten the distance between campus and
your family and friends by calling from the
convenience of your room wlthAT&TACUS Service.
ACUS Service also offers the best value to save you
money. And, the world Is at your fingertips with
ACUS Service domestic and International dialing
capabilities.

The only long distance you'll need to experience
this year is quality AT&TACUS Service.
Featuring:
• No Sign-up Fees
• Personal Security Codes
• Individual Bills
• Low Rates
• International Dialing

Please call 1 800 445-6063 for more info.
The University of
Puget Sound

AT&T
The right choice.
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it' not just another way for you
to Fnend your m
It's a way to help you save i* t.
cO

Now, get the Card and get
Student Privileges. Special
savings created just for you.
Only from American Express.
If you think the American Express® Card is
simply another way to buy things, we'd like
to share some valuable news with yOU: Since
you're a student, the Card can actually help
you save.
Become a Student Cardmember today, and
you'll automatically get American Express®
Student Privileges7 our newly expanded
package of outstanding savings and special
offers. All designed just for you—with more
of what you need, for more value from the
money you spend.

I.

OUR NEWEST ADVANTAGE: UP TO
30 MINUTES OF FREE MCI LONG-DISTANCE
CALLING EVERYMONTH FORAYEAR

PLUS, SAVINGS ON CLOTHES, FOOD,
ATTC1C'

iV1U31'...,

Continental
I
3 ROUNDTRIPS ON
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES—AT A PRICE THAT
REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE
Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy
this great deal on Continental Airlines:
three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189
each—depending on where you're goings
What's more, these certificates are good anywhere Continental Airlines flies in the 48
contiguous states.

ou

a college budget. This year alone, Student
Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,
Eddie Bauer, MTV and ArtCarved class rings,
among others.
You'll find your certificates in each issue of
our exclusive student magazine, American
Express® Card CONNECTIONS—where you'll
also find valuable ideas and information
about college life today.
A GOOD IN VESTMENT, A GREAT VALUE

Talk about value. Now the Card cn
also help you save on your longdistance calls. In total, you
could save more than $44
when you enroll and use
the American Express
Card as a calling card.
And you don't even have to
change your current longdistance company.

MCI

"F

I.

Use your certificates to visit friends at other
schools, see your family back home or enjoy
yourself during a vacation. And the best part:
Each cert'ficate could save you as much as
$250 over regular Co ntinentalAirlinesfares
on a coast-to-coast trip.

...
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Student Privileges Value Certificates give
you the savings you need on the things
you want—a sure way to make the most of

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all
these savings, as well as all the traditional
benefits of Cardmembership—like
the personal attention you can get
j 24 hours a day from our Customer
7 Service representatives.
And because you settle your account in
full each month, you won't pay any finance
charges—which can save you even more.
All of which goes to show that the
American Express Card is an exceptional
value. Because while there are many ways
for you to spend your
TRAVEL
money, there are few
RELATED
that help you save it.
SERVICES
Apply today.
An Amencnn E.p—s

To be eligible, you must be approved by December 31, 199.
A credit of up to $3.70 for calls will appear on each billing statement
for 12 months after enrollment $370 is equal to the charges for a
domestic 30-minute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call
and appropriate surcharges. You must enroll for this service by
December 31, 1991.
1991 AmerKax Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

Get the Card today. CaU I-0"00--S)z4L2-AMr"v
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Men's Soccer heaps
last
3
opponents
in
the,,,
rubbish
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"The younger guys
are playing more re-

0I

laxed and coming together. We're peak-

*1

ing at the right time."

Ean Wells dumps the ball in the goal aidning in another Puget Sound victory.

Mlete of the Week

LiBy Eric D. Williams
Sports Editor

.

.............. ..........

Keeper Brent Witzel doesnt disk out a lot of garbage
LIy Eric D. Williams
"
Sports Editor
A phrase oft:'n coifld in th ' realm of
sports is 'ofnse sells ticks, defense
wins games:' SOphOlflOrC Brant Wize1
lives uptQhaflowed ph'ae As goaifor
the Pu,et Sound men s oecer teani
Witzei played spectacular defense in the
goaL making a number of incredibies
saves that ailuwed the Logger to win
tfstraight.Witze1'sef[onsandhirn
this week'sAthieie Ofthe.Week 1nor.
4 'Brant p1yedan outstanding game, and
madesome incrediblesavesthatkeptusrn
the game, said head eoch Raidy Pee
man aboutWitzel'splay agatnstWestern
Washmgton.
Witiei helped thethggers win an emo
tional 2- 1 vitory over Western that ptopdlled the joggers into playoff contention. Witzel also hetdOonzaga seotets
in a Puget Sound 5-I) victory over visiting
Oonzaga Uaesity
Behind the surgence of Pug. rs owxi s
inconsistent offertse,Wivei maintalneda
high level of play, or the year Witzel
has 9 saves in game and only 3 goals
againsts. Wit 1 also ban two shutouts on
the year. However, wIth the Loggerattack:
putting points on the board, Witzel has
been able to reia.4 somewhat.
"Ifs nice to get the goal production,"

,

j
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Witzel sai Itmae rnelessQoncloucef
etWi on get away thatgbt have wOfl
the mc In u
Anothe"- Luxwy for he Lcggers is hav
ing togratgoalkeepers SophcrnoreUrz
Jensen pths time with Wiunl aid the
Loggers dorit' miss a beat with either man]
in the goal
'We have ts ogreat goalies" said senIQr
capiam Ian W 0 L itteaUy give ieoii
fidenceknowog La and BrantwIll give
usa chance to win every gam&'
Witzel also like the addd competition.
it's kind ofa to,a up asto wbówiitilay
come game d
Witel said. 'It's great
tuhaeLusLre. Hefocesnietoplaymy
best.

_

"

Sometimes you just need a kickstart to
gets things going. Apparently, that is what
the Puget Sound men's soccer team was
lacking in its offensive attack.
Well, the Loggers received a spark this
week and erupted for a total of 13 goals in
three games, all victories, putting Puget
Sound back in the playoff hunt.
"We're really clicking right now," forward Ian Wells said. "The younger guys
are playing more relaxed and coming together. We're peaking at the right time."
The Loggers started things off last
Wednesday with a 2-1 victory over last
year's district champion Western Washington in Bellingham. It was one of the
Loggers' biggest wins in recent memory.

"The win against Western Washington
was a big one," Logger head coach Randy
Freeman said. "Itwas a very big confidence
and momentum builder for the remainder
of the year for us."
Puget Sound continued theirwinning ways
last weekend. On Friday, the Loggers
blanked visiting Warner Pacific 5-0. And
on Sunday against Gonzaga University,
Puget Scored three times in each half, pumnieling Gonzaga 6-0. Six different Loggers
scored goals including Wells, Michael
Chaffee, Mark Berry, Nathan Simpson,Jeff
Caba, and Jason McGibbons.
With two games remaining the Loggers
can still make the playoffs. But it won't be
easy, as Puget Sound will visit Simon Fraser
on Sunday. The Loggers need a win against
the Klansmen to clinch a playoff berth.

.
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GO LOGGERS #1
YOUR #1 CHOICE FOR

Deli SDecials!!
Jo Jo's (per pound)

SI

$1.09

Also Featuring...

and prizes for student support

o-50V Off any ii1

The athletes involved in Puget Sound
athletics do not take fan support for granted
and itcertainly does notgo unnoticed. Loggerfoothallassistantcoach BobHuntknows
the value of a good crowd. "Regardless of
what sport you talk about the players enjoy
the support. Players get excited about playing at home in front of family and friends."
The resurgence of support for all Logger
sports has been evident in the Fall of 1991.
The student following of the men's and
women's soccer teams is one of the most
obvious on campus. As Coach Randy
Freeman's men's soccer team makes a run
towards its first-ever District Tournament,
the student support has been great. "It creates a feeling of a home field advantage
instead of just playing in a facility, "cornmented Dennis Schmidt, a sophomore on
the Men's soccer team.

•1

SHOP RITE

.12 Pack CCow' I
"Y"

It's rare in sport when the players, coaches
and administration take time out to thank
and acknowledge the fans. After all, so
much is said about home field advantage
and it has little to do with the playing
facility and a lot to do with the support of
the home team fans. Saturday, the Logger
Athletic Department and merchants from
the North End are saying thank you.
Every student who comes to the Logger
foothall game Saturday against Whitworth
College will be entered in a raffle for prizes
to be given away at halftime. The concept
is simple: the students are the backbone of
Logger athletics and a valuable part of
North Tacoma. Students will have an opportunity to win alarm clocks, luggage,
food coupons, savings bonds, t-shirts and
other great prizes donated by merchants
and the athletic department.
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Athletic dep artment hea"p s praise
LiUPS Sports Information
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Peanut Butter
wwU
ups
(Prices Good Through Oct. 30, 1991)
Valid with A.S.B. Card Only
29
•FuII Service Groceries, •Keys,
•Vldeo Rental, •Money Orders
6th & Union
OPEN: 6 A.M. - I P M, It•1•Only 4 short blocks
from campusil
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Check It Out!

UNIVERSITY SHOP RITE '3601 -6th Avenue •Tacoma, WA 98406'(206) 759-9652
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Western'trashes Loggers
UBy Bruno Zalubil
Contributing Editor

I.
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It is a well known fact that when a team
goes on the road, there isa greater chance of
injury. Just ask Jason Olson if this is true.
Every time he leaves Puget Sound, he reinjures his ankle. This time, against the
Western Washington Vikings, his injury
was again directly reflective in the final
outcome of the game as the Loggers dropped
to 0-2 in Mt. Rainier league play with a 279 loss.
After Olson left the game, the offense was

unable to muster a dominant force, amassing only 65 yards in total offense. Twice
during the game, the Loggers were stopped
inside the Viking 10-yard line without a
score. "Our inability to score a touchdown
from first and goal at the one was a big turn
around in the game," commented head coach
Ross Hjelseth. "Western Washington
dodged a big bullet at that point."
Gary McCurty moved into sixth place on
the CFA career rushing list with 2, 721
yards, but even he was basically contained.
He carried the ball 27 times for only 88
yards.
The Logger's Brodie Charmichael started
the Logger scoring by kicking a 27 yard
field goal in the first quarter, but after a 71
yard scoring strike from Olson to Lee
Garrard, the Logger scoring was over. Even
the extra point was missed.
The lone Logger highlight was on defense
where four passes were intercepted. Flakey
Jake Player of the Week, Scott Green picked
off two of the passes, one of which he ran
acic to me western i yara line. Iflese

"We played hard but
they were very physical and their speed on
defense controlled our
offense."
interceptions have made Green the leader
in interceptions for the CFA league with
four.
"The more physical of the two teams
won," Hjelseth admitted. "We played hard
but they were very physical and their speed
on defense controlled our offense."
Next week, the Loggers will take on the 23 Whitworth Pirates for another league
battle to celebrate Student Apreciation Day,
which salutes the support the students of
Puget Sound for Logger athletics.
The injury plagued Loggers will also enter this game shorthanded. Olson will have
x-rays taken of his ankle during the week,
and is not expected to play on Saturday.
Two freshman, Aaron Carlson and Dylan
Carroll will fight for the quarterbacking
duties. Place kicker, Matt Campbell, has
also been sidelined for two weeks with leg
problems,but his replacement, Charmichael
was also injured during the Western Washington game. The coaching staff is, however, encouraged by the return of offensive
lineman Ron Gillespie and Garrard to

Loggerline
October 25
October 26
October 27
October 27.
October 29

Volleyball vs. Western Washington Home
7:00
Football vs. Whitworth College Home
1:30
Women's Soccer vs. Whitworth college Home 11:00
Men's Soccer at Simon Fraser University Away 1:00
Volleyball at Central Washington Away
7:00

The Logger men and women's cross
country teams faired well in a tough field
that was present at the Western Washington Invitational held in Bellingham last
Saturday. The Loggers women fmished
4th in the team standings and the men fifth.
The Logger women's squad had two
runners finish in the top 20 as Kristen
Brenkert finished 18th with atimeof 19:37
ma Lflfl Lcnobiocn who came in I)elimcl

Brenkert one second later.
Matthew Ellis was the lone Logger to
crack the top ten in the men's division,
finishing 7th with a time of 26;12 in a
field of 110 runners. Ellis finished 1:15
behind Jon wright from George Fox Collegewho won therace with 25; 12. George
Fox took home team honors with 93
points and the Loggers had 164 to finish
5th in the eight team standings.

li
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Two - time Athlete of the Week, Matt Ellis sprints towards the finish line.
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Great Pizza at a Great Price!

DON'T SETTLE FOR S TANDARD
I.

Free morning espresso
delivery to all
academic buildings

Be a Swinger!
116-497- PCop
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One Medium Pepperoni
Pizza With Pop

$3,99

tax
9 pm to Close
UPS Campus Delivery Only

THE PIZZA
ANSWER
plus

+

Call
566-8989
Expires 11/4/91
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Put Your College
Degree To Work!

As a nationwide insurance
replacement auto rental
company with 34 years of
experience, we are looking
for bright, aggressive collet
graduates for our Manageme:
Development Program.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
recognizes individual
achievement. Promotions,
olely from within, are based
00% on your own performanc
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These entry positions require a four-year
degree, a friendly disposition and the
willingness and drive to learn and succeed.

1*

What do you uet in return?

i.
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We offer complete on-the-job training
and experience in marketing, sales,
customer service and first year earnings of
$19,000 plus an excellent benefits
package.
If you're ready to use your college degree
as a stepping stone to higher management
interview at your Academic and Career
Advising Services on Wednesday,
November 6th. Go to Career Advising
today to_sign-u

ow
NEXT OPEN MIKE :NITE IS THLIISIWL OCT.21
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Logger mascot must go!
Drive through parts of the Olympic Peni nsula, and you'll know what tragedy is. To
drive through miles of razed land, burnt
stumps everywhere, and know that this
mass rape of the land will continue, tomortow, and the next day, is physically nauseMing. Have we learned nothing about how
to care for the Earth and ourselves? Or are
we unable to rise above the narrow-minded
drive for more and more money? Who
cares if we are cutting down all our precious
resources; we just sold another ton of old
forest growth wood to Japan!
It is an amazement to me, and all students

letters

interested in the environment, that our mascot continues to be the Logger. Certainly,
we do not hate the individual men and
women involved in the logging industry.
We simply hate the continued abuse of the
land. And to call ourselves Loggers is to tie
oqrselves inextricably with this outdated
qnçL morally reprehensible professior.
Ifyou were to ask me my suggestion for
the mascot name, I'd probably say the Lorax.
But you'd probably disagree (especially
the members of the football team). If you
have any suggestions, write us at The Trail.
We'll see what we can do. But whatever the
replacement, we do not want to be the
Loggers anymore.

.

Frivolous hot tub request taken too seriously
Open Letter to the University do Sheryl
Miller:
Recently, you sentusaletterof reprimand
concerning our request for a hot tub. You
were right. It was meant as ajoke.
In light of that, please consider the following quote, written in the second half of
tl 18th century by Greg Christoph
Lichtenburg, a German Enlightenment

Thinker:
"i have found, throughout life, that nothing says more about the character of a
person than a joke taken the wrong way."
Thank you for enlightening as once again
as to the nature of the character of this
University.
Sincerely,
The residents of 910 N. Lawrence

October24, 1991

Staff Cilitorial
119 a sane response to moral quandnes
On November 5th, 1991, Washington state votes on whether or not to become the first
place in the world to legalize active euthanasia. As such, the world's eyes remain transfixed
upon the events that are about to transpire. Understandably, we here at The Trail cannot
hope to call ourselves a responsible publication if we declined to comment on the entire
matter.
It seems clear that the subtleties of what is at stake with Initiative 119, the "death with
dignity" or "aid in dying act," cannot be conveyed in either the salvos of emotionally
charged campaign slogans or the graphic 60 second television clips barraging us from both
sides. Yet we are thankful that we live in an age when death has become a matter for public
discussion and engagement.
Contrary to the reactionary fears of medical ethicists and religious dogmatics alike, we do
not feel that we stand at the brink ofmoral catastrophe. It remains highly doubtful that with
the adoption of Initiative 119, Washington's hospitals would become nightmarish death
mills which either kill the aged against their will or attract suicidal manic depressives from
around the world.
Sanctioning eutharasia need not be viewed as putting society on a slippery slope leading
to a general disregard for human life; in fact, we would argue that the bureaucratization,
specialization, and corporatization of the American Health Care Industry already stands as
a monolithic testament to a general disdain for the individual. Medicine has stood on a
slippery slope ever since medical technicians realized they couldjump start a heart long after
it had stopped beating, that they could drip 5% dextrose solutions into unresponsive hulks
for an eternity, and that they could empty out bladders almost indefinitely by simply
inserting a standard gauge Foley catheter of absurd dimensions into the urethra.
On the basis of these observations we would agree that the time has well nigh come for
us to find some firmer moral footing in medical matters. And as our ethical criterion for a
medical morality, we would advocate the patient's freedom of choice to refuse extraordinary life-saving treatment as expressed in a living will or durable power of attorney for
health care.
While it is true that Washington State citizens already have the legal right to withdraw or
withhold life-sustaining procedures through the aforementioned documents, Initiative 119
expands Washington's natural death act to include irreversible coma and a permanent
vegetative State. Seeking to avoid the abuses of Holland's medical system, Washington law
would specify that only a mentally and emotionally competent patient certified by at least
two doctors as having less than six months to live could initiate a request for assistance in
dying. The initiative clearly states that no physician would be required to help a patient die.
It does, however, encourage them to make "a good faith effort to transfer the qualified
patient to another physician who will effectuate the directive of the qualified patient or to
another facility." This to us makes sense because, while offering freedom of choice to the
patient, it manages to offer the physician freedom of choice as well.
We hope that such an initiative, imbued with the proper safeguards, would return control
of care to the person being treated and improve the doctor-patient relationship. No longer
would doctors be forced to ignore the wishes of patients and their families, using
extraordinary measures to keep the terminally ill alive out of fear of being sued. No longer
would physiciansremain skilled at alleviating physical pain but ignorant ofhow to deal with
the loss ofdignity and control that terminally ill patients inevitably experience. As much a s
medicine may be pleased with its resuscitative and resurrective efforts, in some cases peoph'
should have the right to die naturally, with dignity, free from an endless morass of plast
tubing.
In closing, we remind our readers that they need not necessarily agree with our views. W'
would, however, exhort them to do four things. First, write out a living will that spells oi
as precisely as possible, what medical decisions you want made should you become unab
to make your wishes known. Second, draft a durable power of attorney for health,
instrument that designates specific persons to make such medical decisions. Third, ha
these documents witnessed by at least two persons who are not relatives or would otherw is .'
stand to benefit from your death. And lastly, make doctor,
your, lawyer, relatives, and friends
aware of your decisions and the locations of relevant legal documents. Copies should they;
be placed with medical files, left with trusted parties, and updated occasionally so that th\
may extinguish all doubts in the unfortunate occasion that they should become necessary.

Question of the week: If you could be anyone in history, who would it be and why?
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Matthew Schonwald
Ghengis Kahn
"He had it all."

1C U2(

ravaHo
Richard Nixon
"Because I am an honorary member of
the Nixon '92, '96, 2000, etc. election
campaign for a healthier nation. Go
team!"
L_--i'flil

Pave Morins
Alexander the Great
"He opened the ancient world. Also it
would be cool to have 'the Great' after my
name."

:•
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Casey Moores
Velvet Brown
"She won the Grand National Horse
event at age 17, although she never got
the prize because she was too young.”
Iy ,---------------------
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Who are we attacking with our "tomahawk chop?"
tBy Maria Kolby
Opinion Editor

Native Americans I know would choose the term Redskin to describe their people.
But now we must consider the Braves and the Chiefs. You could argue that these names

What image springs to mind when you hear the words Native American: a people or a
mascot? This is the question fans ofthe Tomahawk Chop must ask themselves. This is also
a question numerous sports teams and their fans should consider. Teams with names like
the Braves, the Chiefs and the Redskins need to evaluate exactly why their team has chosen
the Native American as an emblem to emblazon across their helmets and uniforms. After
careful examination, I think most people would find that the nitty-gritty reasons behind
using a race of people as a mascot for a sporting team are far from pretty.
People have told me that the names mean nothing, that the titles for these teams are all in
fun. But I am far from convinced thatthe term Redskins can really be "all in fun" for people
who have been insulted with the term for years. Few people would dream of having a team
called the Dallas Darkies or the Cincinnati Spics. Yet isn'tRedskin an incredibly bigoted
term for Native Americans? Let's face it, folks—the problem with names like Redskins,
Braves, and Chiefs is that the reasons they were chosen and the terms themselves imply
certain racist philosophies that should have been stomped out years ago.
I can hear the moans from dedicated fans already. Hey! The Braves and Chiefs and
Redskins aren't insulting names!
Really?
Ifnames are all in fun, ifthey mean nothing, than why do teams choose names in the first
place? Why not just call them by the cities they are located in? Obviously the titles and
mascots of teams are supposed to have some sort of significance.
The first reason for using a particular mascot is that the creature or figure being used stands

could be considered noble terms. You could. I would not. Because even if the original
decision was made because "Chief' and "Brave" seemed noble, the purpose ofa ball team

is to whip the other team. And as the Braves' Tomahawk Chop indicates, the parallels to
war and killing are inescapable. I would argue that in such a context the terms Braves and
Chiefs were not really chosen for the noble character they may or may not represent, but

for the supposed savageness and warlike character of the symbol, in this case the men of
a particular race.
Ultimately, of course, this question of race becomes the real issue, not why the names

were chosen. Regardless of whether these teams chose their mascots because they
symbolized courage and nobility or because ofthe stereotyped vision ofNative Americans
as brutal and savage, it is a slap in the face to use an entire race of people as a mascot for
a baseball team or to symbolize one particular behavior, character, or ideal.
StanfordUniversity has realized this. No longeris theirmascot the Indian. This respected
university is now known as the Stanford Cardinal—a term alluding to the colors of the
school. Although the use ofNative Americans as symbols for some of our nation's sporting
teams is an embarrassingly racist fact of life in our country, it does not need to continue to
be so. Don't do the Tomahawk Chop, people. It really only plays into the impression of
the Native American people as destructive forces, intent on violence. And don't figure
these names and titles are all in fun, that they aren't hurting anyone. Native Americans
wouldn't be protesting if they thought the Chop and what it portrayed of them was
flattering. Until the race being caricatured on those football helmets and baseball cheers
agrees to allow such caricatures to go on, the majority of Americans must accept that it is
offensive and give in to change.
But let's be honest. How painful would it
be to alter the names of those teams that are
now using bigoted Native American termiOnce auain
b
nology? Pit tsburgh has th e Steelers. It is
directly related to the geographic relevance
ofPittsburgh Steel. It offends nobody. Yet
icl of the ful I wing is zot an
the strength of the name has never been

for the team's home state or city. So where is the geographic significance behind the term
Redskin or Brave or Chief? Are the Redskins so named because there used to be Native
Americans in Washington D.C.? Probably not. After all, the tribes along the East coast were
almost, if not completely, wiped out by the onslaught of a "more civilized race," years
before football was a popular sport. Native Americans probably weren't around to vote on
the name of the Washington D.C. ball team. Obviously geographic significance is a small
consideration for most teams that have some caricature or portrayal of the Native American
people as their emblem.
Of course, mascots are also chosen for the character traits of the figure being used.
Usually the beings are either humorous, noble, or savage. Which one do you figure was at
the back of the minds of the people who chose Redskins as a their symbol?
Do you really think the term Redskin was chosen for any other reason than to make use
of the racist conception of Native Americans as ferocious savages? The term Redskin is far
from hilarious. Nor is it particularly noble terminology. Like spic, nigger, and faggot,
Redskin is a term laden with ugly stereotypes about the group of people being categorizedin this case, the "wild Indian." Should the Washington Redskins change their name? Of
course they should. Continuing to use such a label only emphasizes the utter disregard the
team has for an ethnic group not represented on their team, in their sport, or in their
geographic vicinity. Indeed, even if the Native American race were represented by the
Washington Redskins, their input would still be needed in the selection of the title. And few

questioned. Perhaps the times are
a'changing. Perhaps its time for people to
get creative and come up with new names
for their favorite teams. Because it isn't
right to use old racist ideologies simply
we're too lazy to do something about it.
Because racist terms like Redskins hurt
people. And there's nothing funny or "just
for fun" in watching people being hurt.
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HAPPY HOUR Ai DAY
TIL 9 PM SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
NO COVER
CHARGE WITH
ASB CARD

MICROS & IMPORTS ON DRAFT!
$1.75 WELLS, $1 POUNDERS,
750 7 OUNCE BOTTLES,
$2 PITCHERS ALL-NIGHT,
SCRATCH MARGARITAS $3.50 (Made
with Jose Cuervo)

. 07

-Darts Pinball Video Games Pool & Big Screen TVsWATCH SEATTLE VS. SAN DIEGO AT 1 pm
SUNDAY. JOIN US EARLY FOR BREAKFAST
FEATURING OUR $2.95 STEAK & EGG SPE/
CIAL. ALSO, COME WATCH THE WORLD /
SERIES LIVEI
MONDAY NIGHT:

J

All ages welcome for Monday night football via satellite at 6
p.m. with QB-1 football and all you can eat spaghetti for $3.95
from5to9.

4e'

4

A
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TUESDAY NIGHT:
Ladies Nite with dancing from 9-2. Make Your Own Tacos &
Fajitas. Tequila shots are $1, wells are $1.75, margaritas are
$3.50 and Corona beers are $1.75.
WENDESDAY NIGHT:
/
All-Around Sound Productions presents Laser Karaoke/
from 8 pm - midnite with prizes and contests.Come
in early for dinner specials. Get your vocals warm!

If
THURSDAY NIGHT:
Buffet from 6-8. $1 for ladies, $3 for guys,
$1.50 for kids.Dancing from 9 -2.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS:
College Nites Out! Come early for
dinner then dancing from 9-2.
Dinner specials start at 4 pm.
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS:
$2.95 steak and egg
specials for breakfast.
Patty Melts are $4.95
and Broiled Beef Dogs
are $1.50 bothdays.

Seahawk burgers
for $2.95 on Sun
MON-FRI:
Open for
lunch at 11.
Daily
specials/
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/
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I

/
''
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/

OCTOBER 31

/

Halloween costume party
will door prizes including
$650 in cash and gift certificates
to be given away. The Miller
Patrol Girls & Elvira will be here!

7

ALSO FEATURING
BEST REMIXER IN
TOWN KEN THOMPSON
WITH THE HOTTEST LIGHTING
AND SOUND SYSTEM IN
THE SOUTH SOUND.

DANCING 9 pm - 2 am
TUESDAY - SATURDAY
SUNDAY NIGHT IS COMEDY NIGHT
FEATURING THE AREA' S BEST
COMEDIANS STARTING AT 8 PM
7111'3
" 7 th St. West, Tacoma
565-9378

Hours:
Mon - Fri 11am -2 am
Sat-Sun 9 am - 2 am

Must be 21+ after 9 p.m. except on Mondays
when all acies are welcome.

